International Play Iceland
2017

Experience the magic, unleash your imagination and Join in the
adventure with International Play Iceland 2017
What’s happening in October 2017
Sunday 22nd
The group meets together at the Airport – if anyone has arrived early
there will be transport to the Airport to gather people and thoughts.
Iceland is different – so first thing to know and do is – put your
swimming costumes and trunks in your hand luggage – saves so much
time as our first stop is to the Blue Lagoon. It is a part of the adventure
that really does show the difference. Then a lunch at the Blue Lagoon
Restaurant, which is reckoned to be one of the finest in Iceland.
Off to the hotel – located right in the Centre (unless you are from the
USA – in which case it’s at the Centre)– unpack and take a breath.
Then supper – we always eat together to talk and experience the
variety and locale that is Central Reykjavik. After supper you decide…

Monday 23rd
Breakfast early at the hotel and a chance to mix and meet new colleagues.
Then break into groups of four to be transported to a nursery/school to
explore and discover the ways of the early years world in Iceland. It is as
much about the way in which it happens as to where it happens and the
variety is very wide.
In the past we have been taken caving by the children, had tea without
teachers, visited forests and rivers, sang songs and discovered Trolls.

You will lunch with the children and practitioners.
After your visit, return to the hotel – meet informally (as
we all arrive back at different times) then off to the group
dinner and then free time to explore Reykjavík with the
blackest of skies on one side and dazzling lights on the
other.

Tuesday 24th
Breakfast early. Off to a different setting for another
whole day experience. We will try to ensure that if
you have a particular passion – forest (although trees
are scarce – forests are not!) – special needs – dual
language – but we can’t guarantee…
Then a chance to visit the main area before dinner to
experience the difference – where you will find
prams full of babies outside the many coffee bars –
which may also be disguised as libraries,
laundromats, computer centres….

Wednesday 25th
We take play very seriously and have a real passion to not only bring people together
but also cement the bonds of understanding in this magical place. So Wednesday is a
unique experience to discover and take to heart the playfulness and seriousness of the
Icelandic culture.
Given that the experience is going to last out of Wednesday and into Thursday – a
later breakfast and then off to see a little of the geography and unique environment
that is Iceland.
Then we will transport you to what others have called “paradise”. A wonderful setting
designed for a holistic approach to play where we will stay for the evening and the
night – a chance to discover what makes play tick, it’s where Linda famously put the
whole essence of play into one phrase “Play is not doing – it is being”.
Add to that the mountain, the stars, the lap of the waves and, who knows, the
Northern Lights without street light pollution and it will be an invigorating and possibly
exhausting night.

Thursday 26th
An early coach back to hotel for breakfast and to freshen up. The
plan, at present is for a session with children in mid-morning –
combining story telling with interactive ‘theatre’ exploring the
imagination using few and open ended resources. Sharing our skills
and learning new ones – working with practitioners, artists and story
tellers.
Then some free time to gather your thoughts (or sleep!) and meet
in evening for the final night to remember.

Friday 27th
Breakfast, final goodbyes and taxis back to the
airport……
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So what’s it all going to cost then???

Full Cost for 6-day Experience: £3,250GBP** including flights
Minimum Iceland Deposit £900.00GBP
If you decide to make your own way directly to Iceland the price will reduce by £300
**plus vat if applicable and supplement for airfare if outside of the UK
What’s included
An inspirational and memorable week long journey inclusive of meals and hotel accommodation.
Travel Dates
Date: 22nd - 27th October 2017.
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Trip Details
Collection from the Airport
Airport drop-off from the Hotel to the Airport
All transport to and from nursery visits
A tour day
All admission fees on tour day
Full 4 night stay in a Hotel including breakfast
1 night magical experience under the stars
Inclusive of all meals
A full program of visits and information
A dedicated team to answer any queries- no matter what the time
Email confirmation before you travel of your groups
Introductions to fellow participants before travel
The cost excludes the following:
Any drinks you wish to purchase with meals- Water will be supplied.
Any optional visits/ excursions
Travel Insurance
Option to add a Scotland tour to further enhance your travel experience
If you have ever waned to visit the wonders of Scotland then now’s the chance. Organised through Niki
Buchan as an independent addition to International Play Iceland you discover and explore a selection of
Scottish Forest School Nurseries from the 9th October 2017. You will then join up with the International
Play Iceland group as scheduled on the 22nd October to continue the adventure on to Iceland.
For further information, pricing and itinerary please do contact Niki Buchan at niki@naturallearning.net.au

How about extending your experience by including additional visits to 2
of Child First Day Nurseries charming settings located at Welbeck Abbey
in Worksop & Northamptonshire England. www.childfirst.co.uk
We want you to make the very most of your experience
with International Play Iceland and that’s why in addition
to the official organised package we are offering the
following bolt on to enhance your visit.
•Fly to the UK on the 19th October and we’ll collect you
from the airport.
• Hotel accommodation and breakfast included.
•Transport to both Nurseries over 2 days included.
•Fly with the UK International Play Iceland team to
Iceland and back and make amazing new friendships.
•Hotel covered at departure airport on the 27th October.
•Excludes evening meals.
Child First Northampton Forest School

This package is exceptional value at £400
in addition to the standard International
Play Iceland trip price.
A wonderful Georgian Lodge situated within 3 acres of land and forest
providing children a truly outstanding environment to discover, explore and
enjoy all the resources available to them.
Child First Northampton Forest School

Hidden away from the main roads we are a truly homely building where
children feel comfortable and at ease with a huge range of opportunities on
offer to cook, rest, build, create, read, imagine and learn.
Then there is the outside, and what an outside it is! Here the children are
encouraged to take risks, develop confidence and self esteem and explore
their natural surrounds no matter what the weather.

www.childfirst.co.uk

Welbeck

An exciting addition to the Child First group,
is our new nursery at the Welbeck estate.
Child First at Welbeck is set to be every bit as
stunning as the historic site in which it is set.
A combination of the beautiful ancient
woodlands nestled in Sherwood Forest and
some of the most important historic buildings
in the midlands, provides the backdrop and
the inspiration for this unique setting.
Inside Child First Welbeck

Child First Welbeck Forest School

A total renovation project has been undertaken of what was once the
most amazing Poultry House building is now providing a welcoming
home from home environment with passionate and dedicated &
incredible facilities. Large gardens will allow opportunities for children
to spend most of their time outdoors … exploring, playing, cooking,
eating and then sleeping beneath the sky.
A rich mixture of educational and cultural experiences such as arts and
crafts, gardening, baking and yoga will be provided through links with
the thriving, sustainable community of businesses, producers and
services situated on the Welbeck estate.

